The concern with children is not time bound. Although all the periods have witnessed the importance given to children, yet the extent of present time concern with their welfare seems to be unprecedented. As far the etiology of childhood problems is concerned, a number of theorists with different theoretical orientations have forwarded different notions. Freudian and behaviourist views that emotional problems among children are strictly a matter of upbringing and learning are largely accepted even today. In both these role of parents becomes rather conspicuous. It is generally believed that parents contribute significantly in the healthy/unhealthy development of children. In a highly competitive society the material assets of parents do become instrumental in the achievement and ultimately the mental health status of a child.

However the present study is a humble attempt to explore some of the parental factors and their impact on children. Research, even when conducted by an individuals is a team work and no research activity can be accomplished without support and help from number of people.
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